The double-priming paradigm: a tool for analyzing the functional significance of endogenous event-related brain potentials.
A new paradigm to study the functional significance of 'P300' is presented. Its advantages are: The precise definition and manipulation of cognitive operations which are triggered by the very same events as used for ERP extraction; and a systematic control over the probability of events known to affect endogenous event-related potential components (probabilities of single events, event categories, and event sequences). By employing the paradigm in two experiments with visual stimuli, three subcomponents of 'P300' were identified: P3a; P3b; and positive Slow Wave (pSW). Experimental manipulations revealed that P3b is related to the information processing resources required to alter a perceptual set and pSW to the resources required when abstract information permanently stored in memory must be retrieved. The data further revealed that the same-different disparity in response latency for matching letters has at least two ERP correlates: A difference in P3b latency; and a difference in the amplitude of a negative recess between P3a and P3b.